Exclusive Magnetic Excitation Enabled by Structured Light Illumination in a Nanoscale Mie Resonator
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ABSTRACT: Recent work has shown that optical magnetism, generally considered a challenging light–matter interaction, can be significant at the nanoscale. In particular, the dielectric nanostructures that support magnetic Mie resonances are low-loss and versatile optical magnetic elements that can effectively manipulate the magnetic field of light. However, the narrow magnetic resonance band of dielectric Mie resonators is often overshadowed by the electric response, which prohibits the use of such nanoresonators as efficient magnetic nanotweezers. Here, we design and fabricate a silicon (Si) truncated cone magnetic Mie resonator at visible frequencies and excite the magnetic mode exclusively by a tightly focused azimuthally polarized beam. We use photoinduced force microscopy to experimentally characterize the local electric near-field distribution in the immediate vicinity of the Si truncated cone at the nanoscale and then create an analytical model of such structure that exhibits a matching electric field distribution. We use this model to interpret the PiFM measurement that visualizes the electric near-field profile of the Si truncated cone with a superior signal-to-noise ratio and infer the magnetic response of the Si truncated cone at the beam singularity. Finally, we perform a multipole analysis to quantitatively present the dominance of the magnetic dipole moment contribution compared to other multipole contributions into the total scattered power of the proposed structure. This work demonstrates the excellent efficiency and simplicity of our method of using Si truncated cone structure under APB illumination compared to other approaches to achieve dominant magnetic excitations.
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T here is a strong interest in the field of nanophotonics to develop methods that can harness optical magnetism of matter at the nanoscale. This is no surprise, as the use and manipulation of optical magnetic transitions offer opportunities in the design of optical devices.1,2 For example, photomagnetic read/write techniques provide a route toward storing/reading information in single molecules or nanostructures at optical frequencies, promising an enormous increase in capacity.3–5 In addition, exploiting the fast optical oscillation of light, future optical magnetic imaging can achieve submicron resolution. Furthermore, the use of the photoinduced magnetic force, utilized in the form of optical tweezers, magnetic levitation, force microscopy, etc., opens a window for leveraging the magnetic field of light.6–10 In short, optical magnetism research is synergetic with modern nanoscience, information technology, and biomedical applications.11

Therefore, it is desirable that magnetically responsive materials interact only with the magnetic field of light, so that their magnetic properties can be exclusively employed without significant intervention of the electric response. This is a challenge because, first, most common materials have a rather strong electric response comparing to their magnetic response at optical frequencies;12 and second, for conventional light, the electric and magnetic fields are coupled through a fixed ratio given by the wave impedance.

Another challenge is nanoscale characterization of optical magnetism. Conventional far-field optical microscopy techniques based on scattering intensity measurements are insufficient for this purpose. Since most natural materials...
have a very weak magnetic response at optical frequencies, optical magnetism is usually undetectable.\textsuperscript{2,13–15} In addition, optical microscopy is diffraction limited and cannot achieve the subwavelength nanoscale resolution needed to sufficiently resolve the relevant nanostructures.\textsuperscript{14,16}

We seek solutions to overcome the discussed challenges. First, to achieve exclusive interaction between the magnetic response of matter and the magnetic field of light, we use an azimuthally symmetric silicon (Si) truncated cone magnetic Mie resonator and incident structured light of an azimuthally polarized beam (APB). The azimuthal polarization of the APB creates a singularity at the beam axis, where the electric field is vanishing and the longitudinal magnetic field is maximized.\textsuperscript{17} As a result, along the beam axis and its vicinity, there is a magnetic dominant region where only the magnetic field is significant. The APB will be used as the illumination source to excite the magnetic Mie resonance in the Si truncated cone. Note that both the Si truncated cone and the illuminating APB have azimuthal symmetry and it is important to have the special condition where magnetic field is dominant on the axis.

Second, to characterize nanoscale optical magnetism, we use a near-field probing technique, in particular, photoinduced force microscopy (PiFM). In contrast to optical microscopy that \textit{sees} specimens from far-field probing of the scattered field, the PiFM \textit{feels} specimens directly from the near-field interaction force between a subwavelength probe-tip and the sample surface.\textsuperscript{2,18–22} PiFM possesses the merits that are desired for our purpose. Most importantly, force detection enables the measurement of photoinduced electric or magnetic forces which can be related to the corresponding electric or magnetic material properties.\textsuperscript{9,17,20,23,24} Furthermore, the photoinduced force exerted on the probe-tip is always local on a subwavelength scale and independent of background scattering photons, in contrast to far-field microscopy.\textsuperscript{2,17,23–25} Therefore, PiFM has a high intrinsic resolution, limited only by the size of the tip, and low background noise.\textsuperscript{17,24} Finally, the force is a vector quantity with both amplitude and direction, which provides more information than the detected power in far-field light scattering measurements.\textsuperscript{16–18} The instrument used here employs a gold-coated tip, as the probe of the photoinduced electric force in a modified atomic force microscopy (AFM) system.\textsuperscript{17,18,24,25,29} The PiFM detects the photoinduced electric force that indicates the local electric field intensity distribution of light near a nanoscale sample, with superior signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and stability compared to light scattering based techniques such as near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM).\textsuperscript{17,23,24}

To summarize, in this work we design and fabricate a nano Si truncated cone as the magnetic resonant structure at visible frequencies. Then illuminating the Si truncated cone with a tightly focused APB, we acquire the electric near-field distribution in the vicinity of the top surface of the Si truncated cone by the PiFM. Next, we numerically investigate the proposed structure \textit{via} full wave simulations with excellent matching of the electric near-field distribution to that obtained \textit{via} experimental measurement and use the model to demonstrate the magnetic response described by the normalized local field admittance and magnetic field enhancement at the center of the structure. Finally, we perform a multipole analysis to quantitatively calculate the contribution of the magnetic dipole of the proposed structure to the total scattered power. This result provides the near-field characterization of exclusive magnetic excitation with fidelity and also illustrates the promising applications of the method described in this paper to characterize the electric near-field distribution of nanoscale samples under structured light illumination in general cases.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**PiFM Principle.** PiFM is the key instrument in this work to characterize the Si truncated cone magnetic resonator under APB illumination. The principle of PiFM has been discussed extensively in previous works.\textsuperscript{17,18,23–25,30} In summary, the PiFM employs a conductive tip in an oscillating cantilever as the probe for electric field in an AFM system. When the tip is engaged to a sample surface with external illumination, the tip apex that resembles a “grain” is polarized as an electric dipole interacting with the image dipole in the sample. Such electric dipole–dipole interaction force constitutes the majority of the photoinduced force, which is often attractive and can be characterized by monitoring the decrease of the cantilever oscillation amplitude.\textsuperscript{17,23,25} It is noteworthy that the total force exerted on the tip also includes nonphotoinduced forces, such as van der Waals, chemical, viscous, etc., that contribute to the topography measurement of AFM. The photoinduced force is efficiently separated from the nonphotoinduced force by a multifrequency lock-in mechanism.\textsuperscript{17,23,24}

Here we use a commercial PiFM, the Vistascope from Molecular Vista, Inc. We customize the commercial Si AFM probes with a cantilever and tip from Nanosensor (PPP-NCHR), which exhibits a 330 kHz nominal mechanical resonance frequency. We deposit an approximately 45 nm gold layer by sputtering on the Si tip, which gives the best SNR according to our optimization test. The schematic of the PiFM
is shown in Figure 1, where in the present configuration, the test sample is represented by a Si truncated cone and the illumination beam is an APB. Our PiFM instrument contains two scanning modes, that is, sample and objective scanning modes. In both modes, the transverse position of the tip is always fixed. In the sample scanning mode, a raster scan is performed for the sample stage, while the incident beam is stationary; whereas in the objective scanning mode, the raster scan is performed for the bottom objective lens that effectively scans the incident beam, while the sample stays stationary. The PiFM performs in the dynamic attractive mode to characterize the photoinduced force in the longitudinal direction (z direction according to Figure 1) for all force measurements discussed in this work. The force amplitude is measured in unit of volts as the readout from the photodetector. We set the second resonance frequency (about 2 MHz) of the cantilever as the drive frequency for mechanical oscillation and the first resonance frequency (330 kHz) as the detection frequency for photoinduced force, to utilize the high-quality factor of the first resonance for improving SNR. Also, we set the default drive amplitude and the engaging set point of the cantilever to the resonance for improving SNR. Also, we set the default drive frequency for mechanical oscillation and the drive frequency for mechanical oscillation and the resonance frequency (330 kHz) as the detection frequency for photoinduced force, respectively. Starting from the default value, we slightly adjust these parameters in specific measurements to maximize the SNR.

**Silicon Truncated Cone under APB Illumination.** Since most common natural materials are not magnetically responsive at optical frequencies, we seek solutions of making the magnetic structure by using nanostructures with artificial optical magnetism.31−45 As an appropriate candidate, the Mie resonances of dielectric nanostructures provided by the displacement currents grant artificial optical magnetism.45−49 Indeed, based on the Mie theory for light scattering by subwavelength objects, the refractive index, the size, and the shape of the scatterer define the resonance frequency of each mode.50−52 Here, we choose a Si truncated cone with a Mie-type magnetic resonance as the magnetic structure to exploit its structural simplicity, low loss, and versatility in the design. Note that there is no particular physical reason to make a tilted wall of the Si structure to make it a “truncated cone”. A “disk” structure can also support the magnetic Mie resonance. However, because the realistic fabrication always induces a tilted wall of the disk, the “truncated cone” is a more proper name to describe this structure.

To selectively induce the magnetic mode of the Si truncated cone, we propose to illuminate it by an axis-aligned APB system.31,53−55 An APB possesses a purely transverse electric field that circulates around the beam axis.56,57 Such a circulating electric field induces a strong oscillating longitudinal magnetic field with a vanishing electric field at the beam axis.58−62 While placing the Si truncated cone, which is azimuthally symmetric on-axis with the APB, we expect that at the designed resonance frequency of the magnetic mode, the magnetic dipole of the Si truncated cone is exclusively excited due to the symmetry of the illumination beam. Because of the azimuthal symmetry of both the Si truncated cone and its illumination, around the shared axis of symmetry (the z-axis), only the magnetic field should be nonvanishing and enhanced.54,55 As a result, the combination of Si truncated cone and the APB illumination system is a judicious solution to characterize the optical magnetism in such structure. Similar ideas of achieving selective magnetic excitation by employing a magnetic resonator with its axis-aligned to an APB illumination have also been recently explored.2,45,59 In addition, here we also exploit the standing wave created by two obliquely incident counter-propagating plane waves with matching polarization that can also induce a local magnetic dominant region for exclusive magnetic excitation.16,60−62 This standing wave illumination, though very convenient for numerical investigations, is not practical in our PiFM experimental system setups which employ an inverted microscope optical system with limited flexibility for modifications, besides the difficulty one would have in the control of the phase of each plane wave. We eventually choose the Si truncated cone with APB illumination combination based on the consideration of both fabrication and optical experimental characterization convenience.

Following our previous studies54,55 to express the efficiency of the Si truncated cone as an efficient magnetic resonant structure, we consider two figures of merit (FOMs) $F_{H}$ and $F_{Y}$, respectively, as the local magnetic field enhancement and the normalized (to the wave impedance of a plane wave) local field admittance, defined by $31,55$

$$F_{H} = \frac{|\textbf{H}'(\textbf{r})|}{|\textbf{H}(\textbf{r})|}, \quad F_{Y} = \eta \frac{|\textbf{H}'(\textbf{r})|}{|\textbf{E}(\textbf{r})|}. \quad (1)$$

Here, $|\textbf{H}'(\textbf{r})|$, $|\textbf{E}(\textbf{r})|$, and $|\textbf{H}(\textbf{r})|$ are the absolute values of the total magnetic, electric, and the incident magnetic field at position $\textbf{r}$, respectively, while $\eta$ represents the plane wave impedance in vacuum. The magnetic field enhancement $F_{H}$ implies the capability of the magnetic resonant structure to boost the local magnetic field with respect to the incident one. The normalized local field admittance $F_{Y}$ indicates the ratio between the total magnetic and electric field. Any value larger than unity indicates structured light with dominant magnetic field compared to the case of a plane wave.

The Si truncated cone discussed in this paper is deposited on a glass substrate to resonate at 670 nm, that is, the wavelength of our laser source. The verification is done by full-wave simulations based on the time-domain finite integration technique (FIT) implemented in the commercial software CST Microwave Studio by Computer Simulation Technology AG. Since the magnetic resonance frequency of the Si truncated cone is independent of the excitation type, for simplicity and time efficiency purposes, we apply a simplified procedure to obtain appropriate dimensions of the Si truncated cone on the glass substrate to achieve a magnetic resonance at 670 nm. Indeed, we illuminate the Si truncated cone with two counter-propagating plane waves (rather than an APB) possessing antisymmetric electric field with respect to the truncated cone longitudinal axis, shown in Figure 2a, to provide a standing electromagnetic wave with vanishing electric field at the truncated cone center where a maximum of longitudinal magnetic field occurs.31 Note that due to the presence of the substrate, it is not possible to use the standard Mie theory for the calculation of Mie coefficients. Moreover, the presence of the substrate forces us to apply oblique illumination in the used full-wave software rather than tangential illumination from each side of the truncated cone. We used the two counter-propagating plane waves as excitation to retrieve the resonant wavelength of the Si truncated cone structure and design its appropriate dimensions to exhibit a resonance in proximity of our laser wavelength, that is, 670 nm.
Figure 2. Magnetic field enhancement at the truncated cone axis: (a) observation 5 nm above the truncated cone top surface versus wavelength, and (b) versus changing observation point along the truncated cone axis at the fixed wavelength of 670 nm. The structure is excited with two counter propagating plane waves with ±45° incident angle to the z-axis to create maximum magnetic field and zero electric field along the truncated cone axis. The upper radius and lower radius are denoted as $r_u$ and $r_l$, respectively. The designed Si truncated cone has height $h = 80$ nm and is placed on top of a glass substrate, and the truncated cone–substrate interface is at $z = 0$.

The simulated field distribution investigated in this paper was measured using the realistic illuminations in our experimental setup, that is, a APB coming from the bottom of the system. The relative permittivity of Si is acquired from spectroscopic ellipsometry characterization service from the company J. A. Woollam based on a sputter-coated 80 nm-thick Si film on glass coverslip, leading to a Si relative permittivity of 9.5+i1.1 at 670 nm. The fabricated Si truncated cone has a truncated cone shape rather than a perfect cylinder. Therefore, to include the fabrication imperfections in our simulation design, we consider the Si truncated cone shape with the upper radius of $r_u = 100$ nm, the lower radius of $r_l = 135$ nm, with height of $h = 80$ nm, according to the measured topography from AFM shown in Figure 3b,c. Based on our numerical calculations, such a design provides a magnetic resonance approximately at 670 nm. Figure 2a shows the magnetic field enhancement $F_{He}$ versus incident light wavelength generated by the Si truncated cone on glass substrate, when the structure is excited with two TE-to-z plane waves with antisymmetrical electric fields that vanish at the truncated cone axis. The oblique angles of the two incident beams are ±45° to the z-axis, respectively. The point where the field is evaluated, which represents the approximate position of the tip, is set to be 5 nm above the top surface of the truncated cone, on the truncated cone symmetry axis. Figure 2b shows the magnetic field enhancement along the Si truncated cone axis (i.e., along the z-axis) at the magnetic resonance wavelength 670 nm. The starting point (i.e., $z = 0$) is the interface between the Si truncated cone and the glass substrate. Our results show that the magnetic field is strongest inside the Si truncated cone, near the glass substrate (at $z \approx 20$ nm). We attribute this phenomenon to two reasons: First, the bottom of the Si truncated cone (truncated cone) is wider than its top. Second, the presence of the glass substrate, which has higher refractive index compared to air, modifies the field distribution inside the Si truncated cone and leads to a higher field concentration at locations closer to the Si–glass interface rather than Si–vacuum interface. According to our simulation results, by moving the observation point (or equivalently the tip location in the PiFM paradigm) away from the truncated cone–vacuum interface along its axis, the local magnetic field diminishes rapidly, and there would be almost no magnetic field enhancement (i.e., $F_{He} = 1$) just 40 nm away from the truncated cone surface.

The Si truncated cone fabrication is performed by depositing a 80 nm-thick undoped amorphous Si film on a glass slip by sputter deposition and then using a focused ion beam (FIB) to remove the undesired background, leaving the desired standing Si truncated cone. Figure 3 shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image and AFM topography of the fabricated Si truncated cone. It is noteworthy that due to the top-down milling fabrication technique, even if we wanted to fabricate a straight “disk” structure, its side wall is always slightly tilted, which makes a larger bottom width compared to the top width. As mentioned above, we have named it as Si truncated cone and have applied the measured dimensions of the fabricated Si truncated cone in the simulation discussed previously to improve the accuracy of numerical predictions.

**EXPERIMENTS AND INTERPRETATIONS**

To study the Si truncated cone under APB illumination, we begin with the characterization of a tightly focused APB. To this end, we generate the required APB with a power of about 150 $\mu$W by having a linearly polarized beam passing through a commercial azimuthal polarizer from the company ARCoptix with a very symmetric intensity profile and then focus it through a bare glass slip using an oil immersion high numerical aperture (NA) objective lens. The laser source used here is a continuous wave (CW) single mode fiber pigtailed laser diode at 670 nm. We perform the PiFM measurements with an objective scan (PiFM tip and glass slip stay fixed) and compare it with full-wave simulation results. The measured force map of the focused APB exhibits a clear donut shape with subwavelength features as shown in Figure 4a. We define the SNR of the measured force map as the maximum of the measurement related to force amplitude, 1.402 mV in our experiment, divided by the average background amplitude measured at the detector, about 0.02 mV, which results in a value of the nanoscale near-field SNR measurement of 70:1. And we recall that the power of the incident tightly focused...
structured light is about 150 μW. Note that the center of the APB does not exhibit the exact minimum (background) force. This is because the effective tip-apex has a finite dimension so that when the tip and the incident APB are aligned, the tip-apex will cover more than the exact axis of the APB. As a result, the total force exerted on the tip will be larger than zero.

The relationship between the measured photoinduced force and the local electric field of APB is discussed in detail in our previous work.17 Thanks to its azimuthal symmetry without longitudinal electric field, the APB is a simple but useful form of structured light for our purpose. For a perfectly azimuthally symmetric tip-apex in PiFM, the photoinduced force exerted on the tip is proportional to the gradient of the local electric field in the presence of the tip, which is also proportional to the field intensity of the incident APB, as shown in ref17 for a realistic asymmetric tip-apex, the photoinduced force will exhibit tip-induced anisotropy according to the anisotropic transverse polarizability of the effective tip dipole.17 This is the reason why the force map in Figure 4a exhibits an asymmetric donut shape. Such an anisotropy effect can be analyzed and retrieved by establishing a numerical model which takes the azimuthal averaging from the experimental force map.17

In the simulations, the required incident APB is generated by implementing an in-house developed code57 and then imported into the commercial CST Microwave Studio software tool as a field source which propagates along the + z direction, that is, from the substrate toward the sample.56,57 The beam characteristics are assumed to be as follows: Wavelength is 670 nm, beam parameters $w_0$ which is defined in ref 57 as the minimum waist of the donut shape APB is 469 nm ($w_0 = 0.7\lambda$), and the power intensity is 1 mW. The focal plane of the incident APB is the transverse plane at $z = 0$. Figure 4b,c, respectively, exhibits the profile of the absolute amplitude of the incident magnetic and electric fields at the transverse observation plane at $z = 85$ nm, which is the equivalent plane to show the field distribution 5 nm above the Si truncated cone located on a glass substrate (the interface of the Si truncated cone and the glass substrate is at $z = 0$). The simulations show a perfect donut shape for the incident electric field and a center focused magnetic field as the expected features of an APB, confirming the experimental results.

Next, we characterize the Si truncated cone under the APB illumination by PiFM using stage scanning. In this measurement, we first align the tip to the APB axis by moving the objective lens, then align the Si truncated cone axis to the center of the beam by moving the sample stage, and last scan the sample around the tip by the sample scanning mechanism as explained before. The measured force map of the Si truncated cone under the APB illumination is shown in Figure 5.

It is noteworthy that the sample scanning mechanism and data interpretation are nontrivial, since the sample stage is moving while the objective lens and tip are fixed at the same transverse position, aligned to each other. This means the Si truncated cone and the beam do not stay aligned during the sample scanning. To provide a better understanding of the measured data, we have performed a series of simulations to reflect the realistic experimental scenarios. Starting from the scenario when the axes of the Si truncated cone and incident APB are perfectly aligned, we show the simulated electric and magnetic field distributions of the Si truncated cone under APB illumination in Figure 6. The full-wave simulation results of the total electric field in Figure 6a,b and the total magnetic field in Figures 6c,d are shown in two cutting planes, that is,
the transverse plane 5 nm above the truncated cone top surface ($z = 85$ nm) and the longitudinal cross section plane passing the truncated cone center ($y$-$z$ plane). As mentioned previously, the interface between the glass substrate and the Si truncated cone is placed at the focal plane of the incident APB, that is, the transverse plane at $z = 0$. It is clear from these figures that the magnetic field has a hot-spot at the truncated cone center, while the electric field is circulating the center axis with a donut shape profile peaking around the edge of the truncated cone. This is exactly as it is theoretically expected for the magnetic resonance behavior of a dielectric scatterer with a circular displacement current and the oscillating longitudinal magnetic field at the center. To further confirm the magnetic dominant behavior of the designed Si truncated cone at 670 nm, we show the normalized local field admittance $F_Y$ and the magnetic field enhancement $F_H$ in Figure 7a,b, respectively. The incident values in Figures 7 to evaluate these two figures of merit are calculated without Si truncated cone and with glass substrate. These results indicate both a strong enhancement of the normalized local magnetic to electric field ratio ($F_E = 1000$ at the Si axis, 5 nm above the Si truncated cone top surface) and a strong local enhancement of the magnetic field ($F_H = 3.5$ at the beam axis, 5 nm above the Si truncated cone top surface). As discussed earlier, the values of these two FOMs together with the electric/magnetic field distributions shown in Figure 6 demonstrate that the Si truncated cone under such an illumination serves as an efficient magnetic structure.

Next, in Figure 8 we study the scenario of misalignment between the axis of the Si truncated cone and that of the incident APB. For this purpose, we introduce a displacement between the Si truncated cone and the incident APB axes to address the misalignment in the realistic experimental system, resulting from the stage scanning. We plot the electric field distribution in a transverse plane at 5 nm above the top surface of the Si truncated cone in two cases, that is, (1) when the truncated cone and the beam are exactly aligned (Figure 8a); and (2) when the Si truncated cone is displaced by 100 nm (the top radius of the truncated cone) with respect to the APB axis (Figure 8b). The local electric field distributions in both the aligned and misaligned cases clearly demonstrate magnetic responses because of the electric field vortex. Next, to quantify the effect of the Si displacement on the local electric field measurement, in Figure 8c,d, we plot the local magnetic field enhancement $F_H$ and the normalized local field admittance $F_Y$ at the $(x-y)$ transverse plane, 5 nm above the top plane of the Si truncated cone with the misaligned axes. In Figure 8e, we plot the simulated electric field square magnitude $|E|^2$ at the observation point, $x = 0, z = 85$ nm, which is 5 nm above the top surface of the Si truncated cone, versus the $x$-displacement, that is, the lateral displacement during the stage scan. The local electric field evaluated at $x = 0$ shows a peak when the displacement equals the truncated cone upper radius. This demonstrates that the magnetic response of the Si truncated cone is preserved even with a small misalignment between the truncated cone and the incident APB. We recall that the Si truncated cone has an upper radius $r_u = 100$ nm, which is significantly smaller than the beam parameter $w_0 = 0.7\lambda = 496$ nm at the focal plane $z = 0$, also the bottom plane of the Si truncated cone. Considering such a displacement analysis as a representative of our sample scan (i.e., stage scan), the result in Figure 8e shows agreement between the simulated square magnitude of the electric field and the experimental measured force map using the PiFM shown in Figure 8e for convenience of comparison.
We attribute them to field concentrations at the top edge and the bottom edge of the truncated cone, respectively, due to the tilted side wall. The force map shows several small detailed features around the edge of the truncated cone, demonstrating an ultrahfine resolution down to sub-10 nm. Furthermore, the SNR ratio, as defined previously as the maximum of the measurement related to force amplitude, here 2,707 mV, divided by the average background amplitude measured at the detector, about 0.02 mV, reaches 130:1. Recalling the incident beam power which is about 150 μW, the measured force map of the illuminated nanostructure by PiFM exhibits superior resolution and SNR compared to any other methods that we know, for example, the NSOM.48,69 Moreover, we observe certain asymmetry in the measured force map. Based on our best understanding of the PiFM system, we present three major reasons for such an asymmetry: (1) the realistic tip-apex near the real magnetic excitation of the Si truncated cone, which may induce a non-uniform tip-apex field-to-force response for different transverse polarization components;17 (2) the imperfect surface in the fabricated Si truncated cone, which may induce a non-uniform surface field-to-force response; (3) the alignment error between the tip and the APB axis while performing the sample scanning. We expect the asymmetry can be efficiently eliminated in the near future when we adopt an improved deposition technique to make a more symmetric tip-apex, a revised fabrication technique to make a more uniform truncated cone, and a more accurate positioning mechanism in the PiFM system.

Lastly, we interpret the PiFM measurement in Figure 5 and relate it to the magnetic excitation of the Si truncated cone structure. As a general principle, to completely resolve an arbitrarily unknown light–matter interaction, which means retrieving the amplitude, polarization, and phase of the local field, one needs to measure at least three mutually independent parameters.70 In this perspective, since our PiFM can only directly measure the longitudinal photoinduced electric force exerted on the probe-tip that counts as one independent measurement, the current method cannot resolve an unknown light–matter interaction system as a black box. However, if the interested light–matter interaction is well-defined, a physical model can be created to represent such an interaction. Then, if a certain measurable physical quantity predicted by the model, such as light intensity distribution, scattering spectrum, etc, shows a reasonable agreement with the experimental measurement, we can use the matching model as the physical representation of the realistic light–matter interaction and consider all calculated physical quantities based on the model as the experimentally retrieved results. This principle has been widely applied in the application of ellipsometry and optical frequency metamaterials effective index retrieval.71,72

Here, we apply the matching modeling principle for our Si truncated cone structure under APB illumination. Let us have a brief review of the steps to characterize the optical magnetism of the structure. First, we acquired the dimension of the fabricated truncated cone structure from AFM topography measurement, the relative permittivity of Si from ellipsometry measurement, and the beam profile of the incident sharply focused APB from PiFM measurement. Then, we employed these parameters to model such an optical system using full-wave simulations (here, the finite element method implemented in CST MWS) to determine its electromagnetic properties as shown in Figures 6–8. Next, we perform the displacement study to simulate the electric field in the position of an imaginary probe versus the displacement distance.

Figure 8. Simulation results: (a, b) Electric field at the transverse plane, 5 nm above the top surface of the Si truncated cone, with aligned and misaligned axes between the incident beam and the Si truncated cone, respectively, where the arrows represent the electric field vector at a given time. The center of the APB is always at x = 0, and the truncated cone is translated (as in a stage scan). (c, d) Local magnetic field enhancement $F_H$ and the normalized local field admittance $F_f$ at the $(x,y)$ transverse plane, 5 nm above the top plane of the Si truncated cone with the misaligned axes. The right side figures are the zoomed-in magnification of the center part of the left side figures. The top radius of the Si truncated cone is marked with a white dashed circle. (e) Simulated square magnitude of electric field $|E|^2$ (red curve) at $x = 0$ (i.e., on the beam axis), 5 nm above the top surface of the Si truncated cone, versus $x$-displacement of the Si truncated cone from the APB axis. We also report the measured force amplitude (blue curve) versus $x$-displacement, from Figure 5b, for comparison. (f) Schematic of the aligned and misaligned Si truncated cone with respect to the APB axis.
between the structure and the beam axis to mimic the sample scan mechanism of the PiFM (i.e., mimic the stage scan). As shown in Figure 8e, the simulated square magnitude of electric field has an excellent fit to the trend of the measured photoinduced force, which is as expected in theory. Therefore, we consider this model as an eligible interpretation of the experiment measurement. Using this model, we plotted the normalized local field admittance and magnetic field enhancement in Figure 7. It shows a larger than unity magnetic field enhancement and an extremely large magnetic-to-electric field ratio near the axis of the structure, which are the signatures of the dominant magnetic response.

The above results provide a compact picture of the magnetic excitation in our structure. In addition, we also perform an in-depth multipole analysis to quantitatively show the contributions of the multipoles to the total scattered power under different conditions for comparison. The analysis includes the cases of a Si truncated cone aligned or misaligned with an incident APB and also the cases of a Si truncated cone with either a plane wave or a standing wave excitation (please refer to the Supporting Information for this content). In short, we reached the conclusion that our proposed Si truncated cone structure with an aligned APB illumination achieves an excellent exclusively magnetic response with both high efficiency and convenience over a wide frequency range around the magnetic resonance of the structure.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a characterization of the electric near-field distribution generated by a Si truncated cone under tightly focused APB illumination by using PiFM with a superior resolution and SNR. Our measurements show a donut shape electric near-field profile around the truncated cone edge while performing a stage scan, which agrees with the numerical simulations and indicates the exclusive magnetic response of the proposed system. Such a Si truncated cone resonator can serve as a plausible magnetic nanoprobe at optical frequencies. Within this vision, the Si truncated cone magnetic nanoprobe could be placed at the end of a force microscope nanotip, and magnetic near-field at optical frequency could be detected by photoinduced magnetic force as theoretically predicted in previous work. Moreover, such a methodology can be further extended to investigate other types of structured light beams, structured materials such as metamaterials and metasurfaces, and natural materials with magnetic dipolar transitions such as lanthanide-doped nanostructures.

METHODOLOGIES

We use the sputter-coater from South-bay Technology Inc. with a Si target from Kurt J. Lesker Company to deposit an undoped, amorphous Si film on a glass coverslip. Then we use focus ion beam (FIB) lithography to fabricate the standing Si truncated cone structure by using the Quanta scanning electron microscope (SEM) system from FEI Thermo Fisher Scientific. The relative permittivity of the deposited Si and the glass substrate is characterized by ellipsometry through a service contract with J. A. Woollam Co. We use the continuous wave (CW) single mode fiber pigtailed laser diode at 670 nm from Thorlabs Inc. as light source and the polarization converter from the company ARCoptix to produce the APB. Finally, we characterize the surface topography and photoinduced force profile of the Si truncated cone with the substrate by using the Vistascope PiFM from Molecular Vista Inc. Numerical simulations are carried out by using the full-wave simulation tool provided by Computer Simulation Technology (CST) of America, Inc. based on the finite element method.
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